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Dometrich Sensei Teaches Kobudo in Montreal
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Like any human pursuit, there are various degrees of mastery.
What is ‘top notch’ for one person could be a ‘bad day’ for
another. Training in martial arts, we get exposed to the full range
of practitioners including the superstars and the paper tigers. 
So what exactly is ‘good enough’... or is there such a thing?

One of the aspects of martial arts that has always
appealed to me has been how it is an individual pursuit 
where participants can go at their own pace. As a young
person, we drive to develop our skills and conquer the 

many challenges a good dojo sends our way. There are numerous times where 
our courage can falter yet facing our fears is an essential element in building
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personal self-confidence.
As we enter adulthood we now have less time to pursue

our development as education and career demands become
more pressing. This is a stage where many students
unfortunately drop out. However, those that maintain their
training learn that the dojo is an excellent ‘balance’ to their
other pursuits and provides them both mental and physical
benefits.

The next age group we frequently have train is the ‘young
parent’ group. Usually around 30-40 years old, this group
brings in their 5-6 year olds and realize they would like to get
back into some physical activity themselves. They are
especially motivated as they enjoy doing something in
common with their child and like to model for them how to
apply themselves.

We often get the 40+ agers who have always considered
doing martial arts but never found the time. When they finally
do enter the dojo, they are dedicated and focused! Martial
arts is less about regaining youth for this group than it is about
doing something fun that maintains their interest.

Finally, we have the 50+ group. They don’t want the
physical contact (injuries don’t heal!) or takedowns but still
enjoy partner work and learning new skills. Even though they go
at their own pace, don’t underestimate how hard they can hit!

So, back to our original question... what is good enough?
The answer in my mind is simple... whatever you want it to
be. Whatever your age, physical condition or goal, if you are
enjoying the experience, learning and growing... then that is
more than ‘good enough’!

Kancho
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Sensei Peter Bakomihalis inspiring young Yoshukan Students
at NDG Dojo

Devorah Dometrich Sensei at Academy of Yoshukan Karate
Mississauga

NDG Dojo

Shihan Provencher in Kumite with Sempai Charles Mayer
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Gadbois Dojo

Lachine Dojo

Sempai Sarah Perez warming up at Gadbois Dojo

Sarah Perez teaching in NDG Dojo. Photo credit Ian Barrett

Academy Kobudo Club: L-R, Joel Miles; Damien Klambauer;
Miroslav Lepka; Ryan Chatfield; Sempai Zeljko Violoni;
Sempai Nicole Wolfe; Sempai Lucas Ruecker; Sempai Sanda
Violoni; Peter Klambauer; Sempai Renée Robertson; Kancho

YKA Quebec students with Shihan Provencher; Sempai
Raluca Stanescu; Sempai Constantin Calistru; Sempai
Sebastian Calistru

YKA Quebec juniors
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Mississauga Dojo
ACADEMY COMPETITION TEAM
YEAR-END. The Academy of Yoshukan
Karate team completed another
successful year for learning/training/
competing and having fun! Lead by
Sempai Renée Robertson and Sempai
Sanda Violoni, the team met September
2010 - June 2011 and trained on
contemporary competition techniques.
The team had another year of terrific
results with dozens of medals won in
provincial competition (Karate Ontario)
and many individual success stories.
The team also had the wonderful
opportunity to train with many of
Canada’s top coaches and competitors
including: Pan Am Medalists: Chris de
Souza Costa; Pat Grant; Peter
Pakatchian; Goli Khalili and Daphné
Trahan-Perreault and Senior Coach,
Sensei Bill Carr.
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St Laurent Dojo
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Students at the Academy interested in joining Demo Team should contact Lucas Ruecker



Yoshukan DVDs – White Belt to 5th Dan
All Kata; Bunkai; Kumite; Ukemi; Kobudo and Goshin Jutsu
demonstrated by Kancho Robertson from beginner to 
5th Degree Black Belt in the Yoshukan System.

$29.95 each or both for $49.95. Please add $15 for
shipping & handling charges. Payments can be made
by credit card or check at the Mississauga dojo.

ZANSHIN
2355 Royal Windsor Drive, Unit 9
Mississauga, ON L5J 4S8
Phone: 905.919.1919
Email: iaito@sympatico.ca
Website: www.yoshukankarate.com
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Kancho Robertson,

Hope you are in good health and good spirit! 

I was watching a video of The Guess Who, and once again, thought about my Yoshukai friend in

Canada!

Thought I would share with you my personal experience on the health benefits of traditional

karate training. Last October, I fell 30' off a scaffold at work, hit a 2' wide steel brace on the way

down. The results? Broken neck in 3 places,fractured skull,lacerated & open scalp, shattered

nose,broken jaw, shattered eye socket, broken sacrum, broken pelvic and fractured, dislocated

finger. Immediately upon hitting the ground, stood up and did a check to make sure everything

was still working. The doctor’s prognosis was 4 weeks flat in bed, 8 weeks rehab in the hospital,

then go from there. Yoshukai prognosis? Cut that in half, which I almost did. After 2 weeks, I was

up doing therapy at the hospital, but developed 3 blood clots which set my recovery back by

almost a week. I came home in less than 3 weeks, did in-home Physical and Occupational

Therapy in 2 weeks, weaned myself off the walker and cane just short of 7 weeks! Almost hit the

goal of half the time! Back in class after 2 months, but doing kata Tai-Chi style, which helped

speed up my healing process. I am not back at work yet, but maybe at the end of the month. I

have a hard time trying to lift blocks with my left arm, but doing Physical Therapy to strengthen it.

Right now I am limited to about 9 kata at full strength, but I am very happy with that!

The whole point of me sharing this with you is what every doctor told me. I was 58 at the time of

the accident and the only thing that kept me alive was the physical condition I was in, due to 38

years of continuous karate training! During my therapy in the hospital, I did my deep breathing

exercises (Neiseshi) and at home to keep my lungs from filling with fluids. A positive attitude

(karate) and physical training (karate) helped speed up the healing process. 

We both have known and benefitted from the health aspect of karate training, but this was a

totally different perspective for me.

Didn’t mean to take so much of your time, but just thought you might like hearing how karate

training is VERY beneficial to our health!

Take care! 

Respectfully,

Dan Dugan

SENSEI DAN DUGAN is a Yoshukai practitioner from the USA who recently
sent me this inspirational letter. We wish Sensei Dugan a full recovery and
thank him for sharing his challenge and recovery with us!


